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INTRODUCTION

Dear Friends,

The Bo M. Karlsson Foundation has had a very rewarding year and we 
wish to take this opportunity to let you know how much your support 
and trust means to all of us, and to wish you and your families a peaceful 
and joyful holiday season. The work we do on behalf of the women of 
Nepal cannot happen without you and your care and generosity has made 
it possible for us to secure eleven scholarships, more than double what we 
were able to award the past two years! 

With every donation to BMKF you show your commitment to education. 
We would like to invite you to become a monthly supporter, or consider 
a year-end gift of education by purchasing one of our beautiful greeting 
cards to honor a loved one this holiday season in a way that keeps on 
giving year after year. For more ways to give please refer to the end of 
this newsletter.

You can be certain that your gift, no matter how small, makes a big 
difference in Nepal and in ways that truly count. You helped us change 
the lives of eleven women in Nepal during 2010. We hope you will 
remain a supporter and continue to share this amazing journey with us. 
Donations between now and midnight on December 31, can be deducted 
on your 2010 tax return.

In this issue we begin a new series of articles titled “Why I Give” where our 
donors share their motivations for giving 
and the difference it makes in their lives. 
Ellen Moos and Jennifer L. Weber are the 
first contributors and we know their words 
will touch and inspire you. 

Wishing you a joyous holiday season,

Sonnia J.  Karlsson 
Founder/Executive Director  
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MAHILAA NIGHT THANKS

Heartfelt gratitude to all our friends and family who came in support of 
our biggest fundraiser of the year, and to our amazing Event Volunteers for 
all their hard work: Goraw Asfaw, Rossana de la Noval (photographer), 
George Jacobson, Jane Lin, Karma Ruder, Lucian Schmidt, Paul Schmidt, 
Peter Schmidt (Tech Support), Debra Schwartz, and Finan Yohannes.

Special thanks to our talented performers: Sita Gurung, Jyotsna Malla, 
Natasha Hansen-Day, Harneet Kaur, Bikash Kshetri, Kumar Magar, 
Priyanka Kshetri, Sita Thapa, Sujan Shrestha, and Subhash Ghimiri.

We would like to acknowledge our generous Silent Auction donors:

Roshita Shrestha/Annapurna Cafe 
Mani & Sheila Chhetri/Himalayan Kitchen & New India Express  
Dr. Nicole Seepersad/Swanson & Seepersad Chiropractic 
Leah Kangas, LMP 
Leah Dawn Design 
Cora Edmonds/ArtXchange Gallery 
QFC 
C & P Coffee Company 
Shelby Tiegen/The Seattle Cleaning Service 
Maple Leaf Veterinary Clinic 
Ellen Lyons Designs 
Lorna Arnold 
Linda Landin 
Paul Wilcox/Matthew’s Thriftway  
Pat McCarthy/DeLaurenti 
Marlis DeJongh 
Vanessa Applehoff 
Broughton Coburn
Nancy Kloster
Sonnia Karlsson 

We thank Amy Benson and Scott Squire for letting us show the trailer for 
“GirlWorld.” 

Last but not least, our warmest appreciation to Erica Cheshier for the design of 
our beautiful Mahilaa Night invitations and to Ellen Moos and Raquel Romano 
of Silver Fox Productions for the design of our new updated BMKF PowerPoint. 
All these services are given to us pro-bono by Erica and Silver Fox Productions, 
year after year, and we are very lucky to have professionals of such caliber 
working with us.   
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REPORTS FROM NEPAL

SCHOLARSHIP MONIES FOR THE 
2010/2011 SCHOOL YEAR

At the end of September, scholarship funds were wired to Nepal to cover the 
eleven 2010/2011 full scholarships awarded in August. Bhesh Nepali, our 
scholarship coordinator in Nepal, is busy setting up accounts and disbursing 
funds to the various colleges on behalf of Grishma, Sumita, Sarita S., Sarita T., 
Shanta, Kanchhi, Samjhauta, Pabitra, Srijana, Meera, and Sonali.   

BHESH NEPALI 

Bhesh, as all other volunteers in Nepal and the USA, works for the love and 
belief in our mission with no monetary compensation. We owe Bhesh and all 
our other volunteers a world of gratitude. This is the third year Bhesh is assisting 
us with the disbursement, and is doing a great job overseeing that the monies 
are handled properly and responsibly by all. He combines his full-time job as 
office manager of Ama Ghar with unselfish volunteerism propelled by a deep 
commitment and desire to serve his community. Bhesh Nepali and wife Meena 
live with their two young children in Godavari, a lovely Newari community 
6 miles east of Patan/Lalitpur on the Pulchowki River.   
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BOARD NEWS

FAREWELL AND THANKS  
TO JENNIFER AND JACKIE

Jennifer L. Bennett and Jacqueline K. Garces leave the Board of Directors 
after serving BMKF with passion and distinction. 

This Fall, we say farewell and give our heartfelt thanks to Jennifer L. Bennett and 
Jacqueline Garces. Jennifer was a founding member of our organization who 
served as Board President for three years and Education Chair from 2009-2010. 
Jackie was a board member for two years, served as Secretary from 2009-
2010, and did an exceptional job as Development Chair, bringing in many new 
supporters and generous donations for our organization.

Even as they leave the organization, their commitment and belief in our mission 
will continue. In Jennifer’s own words: “I will continue to spread the word and 
support the mission of the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation, as I truly believe in the 
mission and vision we have built.”

We wish Jennifer and Jackie the best of everything as they pursue old and new 
interests. Two exemplary women and a job well done!   
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BOARD NEWS

NEW BOARD MEMBERS

Sujan Shrestha

Sujan Shrestha was born and raised in Nepal, and came to the U.S. in 1998 
to study. After he completed his studies Sujan started several local businesses 
to help the people of Nepal, mostly by importing goods and sending tourists 
to Nepal. 

In 2007, Sujan became a member of the Advisory Board of the Bo M. Karlsson 
Foundation, serving our organization on many levels. Sujan’s insights into the 
Nepali culture is invaluable to our organization and we are very pleased to have 
him as the Board of Directors’s newest member.

Sujan is the International Director of World Educational Campaign which 
provides assistance to affordable tuition for Nepalese college students studying 
abroad. He is also been a member of the Lions Club International since 1994. 
Professionally, Sujan is the CEO and President of the Himalayan Corporation. 
He likes to travel, take photographs and watch the NFL games.   

Alice Hayes

Currently working as a wedding and portrait photographer in Seattle, Alice’s 
previous work experience has included a few years as an Outward Bound staff 
member in Maine and working in sales at REI. She was raised in Tacoma and 
graduated from Charles Wright and the University of Washington where she 
earned degrees in both History and Anthropology. 

An intermittently avid traveler, some of Alice’s favorite places have been to 
Hong Kong, Japan, India, New Zealand and Antarctica. She has also done a 
fair amount of ocean sailing, which lead to jobs working on charter boats in 
the Caribbean. 

Alice’s other interests include fiddling around in the garden, biking, 
kayaking, finding stuff at garage sales, cooking and reading. She recently 
walked in the Susan G. Komen 3-Day For the Cure. Alice also likes the 
color orange, lemon curd, and thinks the best book she has read this year is a 
tossup between ‘East of Eden’ and ‘The Elegance of the Hedgehog.’ For different 
reasons, of course.   
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WHY I GIVE:  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Ellen Moos

Today we are bombarded by information about the world’s problems. Although 
we may isolate ourselves, we are no longer able to escape from knowing about 
misery, injustice, and wasted human potential. Often we feel powerless in the 
face of this grim reality. Being charitable offers me a way to respond, to make 
a difference.

Giving is simply a grateful way to give back to the world we inhabit. It is our 
moral responsibility, and has become mine. 

Many social problems seem too large for any one person to make a difference. 
Whether it is donating time or money, being charitable gives us all some 
personal power over complex issues that are much greater than ourselves. 

I travelled to Kathmandu, Nepal in March, 2010. It was an eye-opening 
experience and an opportunity for me as a fellow traveller in this world, 
to find ways and give support in whatever way I could.

As I became more familiar with Sonnia and the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation, 
I understood the individual and collective challenges non-profit leaders and 
fundraisers faced in seeing their vision fulfilled. A belief in the basic goodness 
of people and their generosity reminds us all of why Sonnia Karlsson began this 
work in the first place and continues to dedicate her time and energy to making 
positive changes for women in Nepal, one individual at a time.   
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WHY I GIVE:  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Jennifer L. Weber 

Hope. Opportunity. Empowerment. This is what my gifts create when I give to 
the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation. I have long believed that empowering women 
through education is the key to breaking the cycle of poverty and creating 
healthy, peaceful, and sustainable communities. I also believe that education is 
a basic human right. When I see what the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation is doing 
in Nepal, supporting one courageous woman at a time, I know that my gifts are 
making a difference. The scholarships provide vital funding for talented young 
women, but they also send a message that there are people on the other side of 
the world who are aware of their struggles and care about their lives. 

I am especially impressed by the fact that the Karlsson Foundation provides 
scholarships for young women who want to pursue higher education. Over the 
past decade we have seen an increase in funding for girls’ primary education 
in the developing world, but there is still very little funding for women who 
want to pursue higher education and become leaders in their fields and 
communities. The credibility of the Karlsson Foundation in Nepal makes it 
uniquely positioned to serve as a catalyst for change in women lives throughout 
the country. As a donor, I am not only supporting women’s education in Nepal, 
I’m also supporting the global women’s movement towards true equality. 

For me, my gifts are an expression of my values, my priorities, and my hope for 
the world. When I make a gift, I’m taking a stand for something, for someone. 
With my gifts to the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation, I am standing in solidarity 
with women and girls in Nepal. I am living out my belief that investing 
in women is the most powerful and effective way to create a safe, just and 
sustainable world.   
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FUNDRAISERS 

THE GROWING MAGIC OF MAHILAA NIGHT

Event Review
The 3rd annual Mahilaa Night, held on September 25th at the Youngstown 
Cultural Arts Center in West Seattle, proved to be an incredibly ambience-
rich event and a true delight. Most importantly, the $11,923.00 raised from 
this magical evening allows the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation to sponsor new 
candidates for next year. One guest, Teresa Olding, expressed the sentiment of 
many of the attendees, “I’ve come to this event for the last several years and I will 
continue to come.” Misty Green, Business Developer for the Healthy You! Radio 
Network, described the evening as “magnificent, beautiful, and touching.”

The attention to detail for each table in the Theatre, from the beautiful 
tablecloths to the lovely flowers, helped create the atmosphere. The food, catered 
by Mani and Sheila Chhetri, co-owners of Himalayan Kitchen and New India 
Express, was delicious, as always. Serving it family-style helped with creating 
great conversations and connections amongst the guests. 

After dinner, guests were treated to wonderful music and dance performances 
by several talented artists. Sita Gurung, who has released four albums, sang two 
fabulous folk songs: Tamang and Gurung Selo. In addition to Sita, Sujan Shrestha 
and Subhash Ghimire, with voice and acoustic guitar, performed the song Asare 
Mahinama (In the Months of Monsoon). The lyrics brought us the wistful story 
of a man who is far from home and is wondering what his wife is doing. Jyotsna 
Malla danced to the song Sirima Siri (Sounds of Chilling Breezes), Harneet Kaur 
and Natasha Hansen-Day danced to two Bollywood numbers, Badi Mushkil (Very 
Difficult) and Kajari re (The Eyeliner), and four young people – Bikash Kshetri, 
Kumar Magar, Priyanka Kshetri, and Sita Thapa – performed a mating ritual 
dance from a Nepali movie. All four acts proved a great feast for the eyes and 
ears! The brilliant choreographed movements and the vivid colors from the saris, 
kurtas, and bangles, were all beautifully reflected in the huge windows of the 
Youngstown Cultural Arts Center theatre. 

In addition to the dinner and performances in the main theatre, two Silent 
Auctions were simultaneously held in an adjacent room, along with a wine 
bar that offered imports from Argentina, France and Italy. There were many 
great items to bid on. These included, but were hardly limited to: sterling silver 
rings and earrings and bracelets which were hand-carved and hand-crafted by 
renowned Nepali metalwork artist, Rajman Bajracharya; beautiful jewelry pieces 
by Seattle designers, Ellen Lyons and Leah Kangas; lovely silk and hemp clothing 
items handmade in Nepal; and a splendid book called Himalaya: Personal stories 
of Grandeur, Challenges and Hope. This special book was signed and dedicated to 
the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation, specifically for Mahilaa Night, by Broughton 
Coburn, author, explorer, documentary film developer, and lecturer.  
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FUNDRAISERS 

THE GROWING MAGIC OF MAHILAA NIGHT

GirlWorld, The Documentary
The trailer for the feature documentary, 
GirlWorld, which was shown at Mahilaa 
Night, was sobering and insightful. The 
trailer tells the story of a young woman’s 
struggle to transcend the limits of Nepal’s 
caste system and how this affects the day 
to day challenges that she and her family 
face. Nothing is candy-coated. The 
role of education in creating change is 
candidly highlighted. The film was made 
available for Mahilaa Night compliments 
of filmmakers, Amy Benson and Scott 
Squire (www.girlworldproject.org). 
GirlWorld promotes the belief that 
educating girls in Nepal is the best 
way to alleviate poverty in Nepal. This 
belief is shared by the Bo M. Karlsson 
Foundation whose mission is focused 
on educating women toward this goal.  

Sex Trafficking Brought to Light  
During Mahilaa Night
After the screening of GirlWorld’s trailer, Sujan Shrestha made mention of 
another documentary, Anuradha Koirala’s The Day My God Died, produced 
and directed by Andrea Levine. Selected by CNN’s Blue Ribbon Panel for her 
heroism, Anuradha Koirala and her Maiti Nepal team expose the horrors of the 
thriving child sex trade in places like Bombay, India. The child sex trade includes 
the kidnapping of Nepali girls as young as twelve years old. These girls are 
drugged, put in cages and made to have sex with up to twenty clients per day. 

Koirala and Team, along with filmmakers like Amy Benson and Scott Squire of 
GirlWorld and passionate visionaries such as Sonnia J. Karlsson and the Board of 
Directors of the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation bring to light these important global 
issues. It is the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation’s firm belief that empowering women 
through education can, and will, stop these societal ills. Let us always remember, 
as we attend future fundraisers and other Foundation events, why we are there 
and continue to open our hearts wider and wider.   
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SUPPORTING OUR MISSION

WAYS TO GIVE SUPPORT

INDIVIDUAL GIVING

One-time donation by check or 
money order

One-time donation by credit card 
via PayPal on the BMKF website

Set up automatic monthly donations

MATCHING GIFTS

Check with your employer to see if 
they have a matching gift program.

OTHER WAYS 
OF GIVING

Participate in fundraising events  
(make in-kind donations, 
volunteer, or purchase items)

Donations in Memoriam

Donate stocks and securities

Use GoodSearch.com and 
Goodshop.com and select us  
as your charity of choice

Purchase a BMKF gift card  
(for any occasion)

Host a party (with our support)

CORPORATE GIVING

Corporations or small businesses can sponsor one of our events,  
sponsor a recipient, or share revenues with BMKF.

For more information please contact us at info@bomkarlsson.org.   

HOW FAR YOUR 
DOLLAR GOES 

IN NEPAL

Donate Fund a young woman’s 
annual expenses for...

$50–99 School Uniform or 
Transportation Fees

$100+ Exam Fees or Books

$250+ Room and Board Fees

$500+
Tuition/Expenses for 

Education, Journalism,  
or Music Studies

$750+
Tuition/Expenses 
for Accounting or 

Media Studies

$1000+
Tuition/Expenses for 

Nursing, Physics,  
Business, Math, or Law

$1500+

Tuition/Expenses for 
Engineering, Biology, 

Pharmacy, Art, or 
Environmental Science

$2500–
3500

Tuition/Expenses for  
MGDP – Country/Rural 

Physician Program


